
CASE STUDY 
Wrigleyville Sports
Leading Sports Novelty Retailer Provides Unified Experience

OVERVIEW

Wrigleyville Sports is a leading licensed sports  
novelty retailer selling officially licensed professional 
sports apparel and novelty items. Their anchor store is 
located across the street from Wrigley Field in Chicago, 
Illinois. They have had an online presence since  
1997 which includes four separate Web properties: 
www.chicagoteamstore.com, www.wrigleyvillesports.
com, www.thepittsburghfan.com and  
www.phillyteamstore.com. 

GOALS

One of the major challenges faced by customers and employees was locating items available 
for sale in the less-popular sizes. “It’s not practical to stock inventory in all sizes for every  
style, but we do have a good assortment available for sale,” explains Eric Castellucci, Online 
Marketing Manager for Wrigleyville Sports. 

“Although we have a good selection, the items were  
difficult for customers to find online, and [this] frequently 
resulted in a customer service call that might take as long 
as 30 minutes to handle.”
Castellucci and his team support all four Web properties and are responsible for all online  
merchandising and promotional activities. The goal was to find a site search solution that would 
deliver highly relevant results out of the box and could be integrated with their e-commerce  
platform to provide a unified customer experience.
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Wrigleyville Sports
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Chicago, IL
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www.phillyteamstore.com
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RESULTS

Hawk Search was implemented on all four websites. Wrigleyville immediately 
saw improvements in productivity. On average, 66% of visitors to the websites 
interacted with a Hawk Search page. During the first 6 months after imple-
mentation, they reported over 75,000 keyword searches on the Wrigleyville 
Sports website.

Wrigleyville can now feature categories such as “Sale” with ease. The 
merchandising workbench makes it easy to set up merchandising rules that 
automatically add and remove items from the sale category based on price 
and inventory.

“We’ve seen about a 20% revenue increase in sales on sale/clearance  
merchandise. This is something that has been much easier for customers  
to find since implementing Hawk. We always had a category, but now the 
category automatically updates,” states Castellucci.

Calls about hard-to-find sizes have almost disappeared. In addition to a  
drastic reduction in calls from customers, questions about hard-to-find  
sizes from the stores have been eliminated. 

The website has become a sales tool in the brick-and-mortar locations. Sales 
associates use the website to help customers locate items that are hard to 
find. They can provide immediate and accurate availability information to the 
customer and can help someone quickly find a substitute item on game day.

SOLUTION

Wrigleyville evaluated several solutions, including the Netsuite search 
technology. Hawk Search was selected because of the robust out-of-the-box 
search and navigation features, and in particular the user-friendly  
merchandising tools.

“Hawk Search had the cleanest merchandising functionality out of all the 
solutions we evaluated,” elaborates Castellucci. “The user interface is user 
friendly and will make it much easier for us to keep the merchandising and 
promotions fresh and relevant.”
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KEY REQUIREMENTS  
INCLUDED:

Netsuite Commerce Integration 
The need for seamless integration into 
the Netsuite e-commerce platform that 
was in place.

Faceted Navigation 
Site-wide navigation that enables 
visitors to filter results by size, color, 
gender and more. 

User-Friendly Merchandising Tools 
A merchandising workbench that 
enables business users to generate 
dynamic landing pages, implement 
ranking and relevancy rules, and  
promote products.

Due to the complexities added by the 
site architecture, Castellucci made it a 
priority to find a solution and technology 
partner that could solve potential issues 
and implement a solution that would pro-
vide a consistent experience across all 
Web properties with minimal disruption.

HAWK SEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
• Automatic Merchandising 

• Synonyms 

• Banner Campaigns 

• Visitor Buckets 

• Faceted Navigation 

• Intelligent Search 

• Smart AutoComplete 

• Dynamic Product Recommendations


